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701 MAINTENANCE AND PROTECTION OF TRAFFIC

701-1 Description

One of ADOT’s primary goals for any construction project is the safe and efficient handling of traffic through and around construction zones with as little inconvenience and delay as possible. The constant watchfulness by the Resident Engineer (RE) and all inspection personnel is necessary to accomplish this goal. The highest concern should always be the safety of the public, workers, and Inspectors. The convenience of the Contractor is never to be placed above safety when planning or approving traffic control. Safety to the general public, mitigation of economic loss as a result of delays, and good public relations are the benefits of diligent, intelligent traffic handling.

Often a traffic control plan will appear in the Project Plans. The Inspector must evaluate the traffic plan based on the conditions found at the work site. The Inspector or Resident Engineer can have the plan reviewed by the Regional Traffic Engineer when a second opinion is needed.

Usually traffic handling needs will depend on the way the Contractor chooses to construct the project. As a result, it may be necessary to plan the traffic control to fit the construction sequencing. The Contractor and ADOT’s field staff can use their ingenuity to reduce traffic control clutter, confusion, and cost. An example of this may be to use painted traffic control delineation rather than vertical panels.

Detours

In a construction zone that carries considerable traffic, it is often preferable to provide a route which will take the traffic around the construction zone. When detours are practical but no detour plans are included, or when the detour plans provided must be modified, it may be necessary for the Contractor and the Resident Engineer to take the initiative to design the detour. If the Contractor is proposing a detour as part of his traffic control, the complete design of the detour would be the Contractor’s responsibility. It is usually necessary to obtain local government approval when city streets are used for detours.

It is desirable that both ends of the detour are visible to approaching motorists. Transitions should not be in close proximity to horizontal or vertical curves, structures, or any obstruction which would interfere with the motorist’s view of the transition. One ideal situation is to locate entering transitions on far sides of sag vertical curves so that the complete detour is visible (like a huge map) to the motorists. Detour plans call for a great deal of thought, planning, and on-the-ground investigation. Plans for detours should be drawn to include the applicable standards and submitted for the approval of the Regional Traffic Engineer.

Speed Limits

The District Engineer has the authority to change the legal speed limits in construction work zones. Speed limits should be reduced only to the minimum amount necessary to ensure safe conditions for drivers and workers. Traffic passing through a construction work zone is not a legitimate reason in itself for reducing speeds. Furthermore, speed limits should not be reduced when no hazards or work activities are present.

Flagging

Both the Resident Engineer and the Contractor should be aware that flagging for haul vehicles is set up to reduce the hazard to street traffic caused by crossing vehicles. Although the street traffic is more fully protected from haul traffic when the street traffic is stopped, there is an inherent risk of motor vehicle accidents when frequently stopping traffic. As a result, the flaggers must be instructed not to stop street traffic for any non-haul
vehicles. Non-haul vehicles can cross during the first available gap. Fewer traffic breaks mean a safer cross haul operation. Street traffic stopped for an equipment crossing is more vulnerable to an accident if they have not been warned. Proper warning is of benefit to both the street traffic and the Contractor. No traffic should be stopped until approved warning signs are in place, and warning signs must be removed if no hauling/crossing is in progress.

Traffic Control Documentation

The courts have made it clear that liability will follow if written standards and requirements for traffic control are not followed faithfully. This not only means that the placement of traffic control devices must be correct, but also that the size, physical condition, cleanliness, and every other requirement must be met. Good records of traffic control facilities will include:

- dates and times of day that inspections are made;
- statement of conditions found;
- complete listing of type, size, and location of devices;
- orders to the Contractor to make changes or corrections;
- time and date that devices are removed or modified;
- photographs; and
- comments explaining any variations from standard procedures.

Additionally, it is a good practice to videotape the project traffic control following the initial setup and periodically thereafter. Remember, although traffic control is the responsibility of the Contractor, the State may also incur liability due to its action or inaction. Photographs of accidents are all too often of the accident vehicles themselves. ADOT personnel must develop the habit of photographing all the approaches to the accident site, photographing the signs and conditions on the approaches, and photographing a view backwards along the vehicle paths. As with all photographic documentation, the photographs and film must be logged, referred to in the diary, and filed with the project records. Inspectors must document facts, comments, and observations of the accident, but must be careful not to express individual opinions.

Inspection Guidelines for Traffic Control

- Have traffic control representatives been appointed by the Contractor and the State?
- Is traffic being controlled in accordance with the specifications, special provisions, the ADOT Traffic Control Design Guidelines and the MUTCD? Are all local regulations being followed?
- Are flaggers properly outfitted with hard hats and either international orange shirts or vests during daylight hours? Are reflective vests and illumination utilized during poor light?
- Are flaggers properly equipped and trained in conformance to the ADOT Traffic Control Design Guidelines and the MUTCD?
- If traffic delay has caused a long line of waiting vehicles, are two flaggers being used for each direction of traffic movement (one at the head and one at the tail)?
- Is traffic being stopped for haul vehicles only?
- Are flaggers informing the public of the reason for the delay and instructing them to stay in line and not pass the vehicle ahead while within the controlled traffic section?
- Are pilot cars being used when required?
- Are the necessary signs being used, and do they conform to the requirements of the ADOT Traffic Control Design Guidelines and the MUTCD?
- Are devices being maintained in a clean and legible condition?
- Are signs being installed only when needed and promptly removed or covered when the traffic control setup is taken down?
When any type of closure or detour of the traveled way has been made, has all conflicting signing and striping that might mislead the traveling public been covered or obliterated?

Are there any rough spots, loose material, or surprise hazards in the detour or construction zone that should be repaired or more adequately signed?

Is the Contractor making repairs and checks on their own initiative? Are they ignoring needed work until informed that it must be done? (Document this.)

If a detour is not paved, is adequate dust palliative being applied for the safety and convenience of the motorists? Is it adequate to prevent a nuisance to residents or a hazard to crops in the area?

### 701-2 Materials (Equipment, Workers, Devices, and Facilities)

#### 701-2.02 Flashing Arrow Panels

The MUTCD refers to a number of performance values for arrow displays or flashing arrow panels that are not easily verifiable in the field. To document such things as candlepower, dimming range, beam spread, etc.; the Inspector can find this information in the manufacturer's literature which can be obtained from the Contractor. Arrow-boards are not to be used as substitutes for signs, barricades, or other devices, but rather as supplemental devices. Arrowboards should be in good condition, have reliable components, and must not leak lubricants or fuel, both of which are hazardous and detrimental to the pavement. The Contractor will be required to repair any damage caused by the equipment. Diesel generators on arrow-boards are preferred over gasoline generators because diesel generators have a lesser risk of explosion or fire from an impact to the fuel tank.

### 701-3 Construction Requirements

#### 701-3.01 General

The specifications require that the Contractor provide an employee qualified to implement, monitor, and modify the traffic control plans associated with the project. This employee's name and the means to contact him in the event of an emergency shall be provided to the Resident Engineer at the Preconstruction Conference.

The Resident Engineer should designate a Department employee who will be responsible to monitor the traffic control and ensure that traffic is handled safely and efficiently.

The Standard Specifications allow the Resident Engineer to either suspend the work or have traffic control measures performed by others, at the Contractor's expense, in case of serious or willful disregard for the safety of the public or construction personnel. The Resident Engineer should allow the Contractor every opportunity to take corrective measures prior to taking such action. If it becomes necessary for the Resident Engineer to take action, the actions should be discussed in advance with the District Engineer unless public safety is seriously at risk.

#### 701-3.02 Maintenance and Protection of Traffic

Inspectors and Field Engineers must make sure that the traffic control is maintained in the original condition. Items such as dirty barricades and lights must be cleaned. Flags that have faded from their "International Orange" color must be replaced. Obscured striping must be exposed. Dirt and stones on the roadway must be removed. A good guide for inspection is the ATSSA Quality Standards for Work Zone Traffic Control Devices.

Traffic control features must be installed in strict conformance with the MUTCD and the ADOT Traffic Control Design Guidelines to enhance safety through consistency and to reduce the risk of liability for both the Contractor and the State. Given the increase in litigation involved with traffic control, all parties must realize that
hasty, undocumented changes of traffic control will increase the legal liability for everyone. Major modifications to the traffic control plans should be reviewed and approved by the Designer prior to implementation. Changes must never be made by personnel not trained in traffic control planning and implementation.

Should a local agency be involved with the project, the Resident Engineer is advised to meet with that local agency to get their interpretation, coordination, and approval for traffic control.

701-3.03 Temporary Concrete Barrier

Construction and installation drawings for concrete barriers are shown in the Project Plans or Standard Drawings. A review of the placement location should be made to ensure the barrier placement allows for drainage.

In order to function as designed, the barrier run must be a reasonably rigid structure. Barrier sections can be “stretched” after pinning to take up any slack in the pin connection. The foundation must be solid and uniform. The flare at the end of the barrier runs must not be installed on top of a curb and gutter. The curb and gutter must be removed to ensure that errant vehicles will not be launched over or into the barrier.

In some cases where a barrier is placed close to a vertical drop-off, it may be desirable to place steel pins at the backside of the barrier to prevent movement when impacted.

Some barrier sections have holes for pins. If pins are driven through the holes on the front face, the pins must not protrude above the front face of the barrier. The barrier sections must have uniform bearing on firm material to function properly. Styrofoam sheets are usually placed under the ends of barrier sections to provide uniform contact pressure when barriers are set on hard surfaces such as pavements.

All previously used barriers should be carefully inspected for badly chipped or cracked areas. Any badly damaged sections should be rejected. Delineation must be placed at proper intervals along the barrier. The barrier must meet the requirements of Signing and Marking Standard Drawing C-3.

End treatments for temporary concrete barrier are either impact attenuation or flared end. The criteria for selecting an end treatment is based on using an end treatment that will give the best protection for the least cost under the given conditions. The first criteria for use of an end treatment should be safety, not convenience or cost.

701-3.04 Temporary Impact Attenuation Devices

Two types of attenuation devices are commonly used by ADOT, an energy absorbing terminal and sand barrels crash cushion.

The energy absorbing terminal is more complicated than sand barrels but is more compact, and can be used where it is important to save space.

The Inspector should obtain a copy of the assembly diagrams and instructions for the installation inspection. The Inspector should see that the replacement parts package is properly stored in a convenient location; the package contains all the necessary parts; and any parts used are replaced in the package. The Standard Specifications require that a complete replacement package be on the project at all times whenever an energy absorbing terminal is being used.
Repair or replacement of an energy absorbing terminal should begin immediately after the damage occurs. When damage occurs at night or during severe weather, the repair or replacement should not be delayed longer than the next day. The Resident Engineer must use some judgment to decide whether a damaged attenuator needs only extra warning signs until normal Contractor personnel are available, or whether to call the Contractor and reimburse him or her premium overtime for immediate repair.

In either case, an attempt must be made to retrieve the money spent to repair the device. Following completion of the repairs, the costs should be calculated by the Resident Engineer and entered on form #58-7902, Damage to State Highway Repair Report.

Energy absorbing terminal devices are anchored to the road surface by bolting them to a concrete slab or by pins when placed on asphaltic concrete. Whichever method of anchoring the device is used, the manufacturer's recommendations are to be followed exactly. Never permit improper installation of safety devices. Escalate the issue to the District level if necessary. If the devices are not installed properly, the facts are to be documented and the Contractor must be notified in writing.

Although the installation of sand barrels is not complicated, it is still important that erection instructions are followed carefully. The foundation must be uniform, the correct interior parts must be used, and barrels containing the right amount of dry sand at each location are to be placed in the specified geometric pattern. All of the above precautions need to be rechecked carefully during repair of damaged installations.

Sand barrels should not be installed and forgotten. They are subject to vandalism, so they should be checked periodically.

701-3.05 Temporary Pavement Markings (Application)

The most commonly used temporary pavement markings are raised markers, paint, and reflective tape. Unless the surveying is done by ADOT, the Contractor is to perform the basic layout.

Control points must be set at a frequency and accuracy that encourages the striping to be placed with uniform, eye-pleasing alignment (normally accomplished in 50-foot [15-meter] intervals). There are no placement tolerances for temporary marking, but this should not be used as an excuse for accepting poor workmanship. It is important for the Inspector to meet with the Contractor's representatives to agree on placement tolerances before any striping work is started.

The first option for temporary pavement marking should be paint since it is less expensive than tape or raised pavement markers. When applying paint as a temporary pavement marking, it should be applied as if it were permanent. Ensure that the correct width, thickness, and bead content are achieved.

When striping with plastic tape, it is sometimes possible to correct the alignment by pulling it up and replacing it, provided that this is done before it has become firmly stuck. The activator used to enhance the adhesive properties in cool weather may help to restore stickiness to the adhesive when the tape has been pulled up.

Delineators and markers used for temporary traffic control may be reused as permanent devices if they are undamaged or if slight damage is adequately repaired. There is no obligation on the part of ADOT to allow the reuse of pavement-marking materials that are not in first-class condition.

Temporary Pavement Marking Procedures

Section D-3 of the ADOT Traffic Control Design Guidelines describes ADOT’s policy on temporary striping and temporary pavement markings as they apply to construction work. The Department does require some type of
pavement markings to be in place before any section of roadway is opened to traffic. Traffic should not be allowed to run on unmarked pavement.

Permanent pavement markings should be placed as soon as possible. Temporary pavement marking should only be used when weather conditions, scheduling conflicts, or unfinished construction prohibit the placement of the permanent pavement markings.

Use Type II (Temporary-Removal) preformed pavement markings if eventual removal is required. Use Type III (Temporary-Nonremovable) preformed pavement markings, and/or temporary marking paint when removal of markings is not required. For example; Type III preformed pavement markings could be placed on the lower AC lift surfaces, then Type II placed on top of the ACFC, or chip seal surface. The Type II temporary markings would be removed just prior to application of permanent markings.

A 4-foot (1.2 meter) centerline stripe placed at 40-foot (12-meter) intervals must be used for intermediate lifts of overlays. Temporary pavement marker placed in accordance with Standard Signing and Marking Drawing M-20 should be used for temporary pavement markings on chip seal projects. On freeways and interstate highways only temporary painted stripes should be used to delineate lane lines and centerlines. For severe curves, a 2-foot (0.6-meter) stripe placed at 20-foot (6-meter) intervals should be used.

Temporary pavement markings should be used for delineation instead of barricades when the duration will exceed five days, or the lane width is less than 12-feet (3.6-meter).

701-3.06 Obliteration of Existing Pavement Markings

Removal of pavement marking can be done by any means that will not leave an illusion that the pavement marker is still there. Sandblasting or wet blasting are two acceptable methods. Painting or flushing with asphalt will leave a shiny surface that looks like a paint stripe under adverse conditions (usually at times when it is most important that obliteration is complete) and is not an acceptable method.

Areas where pavement markings have been removed should be checked at night and during wet weather to verify that the removal is effective under these conditions.

Removal of lead-based markings is hazardous, and must be done in compliance with 29 CFR for Lead Exposure in Construction. The contractor must submit a lead exposure plan prior to obliterating lead-based markings.

701-3.07 Truck Mounted Attenuator

The purpose of a truck-mounted attenuator (TMA) is to decelerate the impacting vehicle at a rate which prevents serious injury to the vehicle occupants. Each type of TMA has specific vehicle weight requirements in which it will operate in an acceptable manner. The Inspector should check to verify that the truck on which the TMA is mounted is the appropriate weight for the application. The TMA should be positioned a sufficient distance ahead of the workers or equipment to allow for the appropriate vehicle roll ahead (distance the vehicle will move during impact). For stationary operations the TMA should be down and locked, wheels locked, parking brake set, and wheels turned away from the work site and traffic. The vehicle on which the TMA is mounted should not be allowed to be used as a utility vehicle, but dedicated to the purpose of work zone safety.

701-3.08 Changeable Message Board

The benefit of changeable message boards (CMB) is the flexibility to display a variety of messages to fit the needs of the situation. CMBs are called portable changeable message signs (PCMS) in the MUTCD. The CMB
typically consists of the following components: the message panel, control system, and the power source. The CMB should be clearly visible and legible from a distance of at least 800-feet (250-meter) under both day and night conditions.

The primary purpose of the CMB is to alert drivers to unexpected traffic and routing situations.

Typical applications include the following:

- speed of traffic is expected to drop substantially,
- significant delays are expected,
- there are alignment changes, and
- provide advance warning of roadway closures.

The CMB is not to be used as a stand-alone item of traffic control, but rather as a supplement to enhance the existing traffic control. The CMB should be offset at least 8-feet (2.4-meter) from the nearest traffic lane. Turn the message board away from traffic when not in use.

The format of the message is extremely important. No more than two message displays should be used within any message cycle. Each message should convey a single thought and should be as brief as possible. The flash rate should allow the entire message cycle to be read at least twice at the posted speed limit. Messages should be approved by the Regional Traffic Engineer when long duration setups are anticipated.

The acceptable type of CMB and message should be discussed during the pre-construction conference. The contractor must use a CMB on the Department’s Approved Products List, or provide Certification of Compliance. See the Standard Specifications for a list of requirements.

701-3.13 Flagging Services

The Department recognizes three types of flaggers: civilian, local law enforcement with vehicle, and Department of Public Safety (DPS) with vehicle. All flaggers serve a similar purpose, to move traffic safely and expeditiously through or around work zones while protecting on site workers and equipment. When the project traffic control plans require the use of a flagger, the Resident Engineer will determine what type of flagger will be used. In the event that an officer and vehicle are required, either a DPS officer or an off-duty local Officer will be used, depending upon what jurisdiction the roadway falls under. Only DPS officers will be used on interstates and urban freeways.

Procurement of both civilian and local law enforcement flaggers is the responsibility of the Contractor. Procurement of DPS officers is the responsibility of the Resident Engineer. If a DPS officer is required, the Contractor must provide the Resident Engineer with a minimum of three working days advance notice.

701-4 Method of Measurement

The contractor will be reimbursed for Traffic Control by one of three ways depending upon how the “Elements of Work” are measured and paid. The inspector must read the project Special Provisions to determine which way is appropriate. The most common way is to require the contractor to bid every traffic control element of work. The next most common way is to use ADOT pre-determined prices for most elements of work and only have the contractor bid a few installation items. Force Account Item 7010001, Maintenance and Protection of Traffic, is used to reimburse the contractor for elements of work that have pre-determined prices. Lump sum bid item 7060006 is used to pay the contractor to Furnish & Install Temporary Traffic Control devices, except Temporary Concrete Barrier (item 7010010) and Temporary Impact Attenuation Devices (Item 7010012). Requiring the
contractor to bid Lump Sum is an uncommon way to reimburse Traffic Control, but it may be used on small jobs. When this method is used Item 7010001, Maintenance and Protection of Traffic is not a Force Account.

There are two basic methods for measuring traffic control “Elements of Work”. Some Elements of Work are measured once “Complete-in-Place” after installation and other elements are measured “In-Use” on a periodic basis. Except for Temporary Concrete Barrier and Temporary Impact Attenuators, no measurement for payment is made for relocating Elements of Work. Unit of measure for an In-Use Element will always have a periodic time dimension. For example: “Each-Day” is a common In-Use unit of measure.

701-4.03 Payment Exceptions

It is the intent of the Standard Specifications to reimburse the Contractor for maintenance and protection of traffic, provided that the traffic control plan and required devices are properly maintained and monitored. If the Contractor fails to properly implement the traffic control plan and maintain the required traffic devices, payment may be withheld until such time as deficiencies are corrected. Notification of such action must be in writing.

No payment will be made for traffic control serving a commercial pit or batch plant. Since these commercial operations serve other customers as well as ADOT, an equitable distribution for shared traffic control cost cannot be consistently made.

Hauling vehicles should not use median turnarounds within 1 mile (1.6 kilometers) of a traffic interchange (TI). The Contractor must be encouraged to make maximum use of the TI structure. Existing median turnarounds may be used in other areas, but new median crossings will not be constructed.

If the Contractor fails to work in a diligent manner and is ineffective in his or her use of traffic control devices, the Resident Engineer may determine not to reimburse the Contractor for these elements until proper progress is being made. The Contractor must be notified in writing of any such action.

The Contractor will not be reimbursed for elements of work if work is suspended as a result of the Contractor's fault, or upon expiration of contract time. It is the intent of this subsection that no payment will be made for traffic control during periods of liquidated damages.

Regardless of the circumstances for not reimbursing the Contractor for work elements, the Contractor is responsible for maintaining all traffic control devices in proper functioning condition at all times. Therefore, the Resident Engineer should continue monitoring the project during these times.
702 ATTENUATION DEVICES

Permanent installations of energy absorbing terminals are usually placed on a reinforced concrete pad. Unless otherwise specified on the project plans, the paved pad must be 4-inch (100-millimeter) thick utility concrete or asphalt. The type of bolt and anchorage called for in the installation instructions must be used as specified since the effectiveness of the attenuator depends on the anchorage being strong enough to withstand the design impact stresses. The inspector should verify the attenuation device is on the Department’s current Approved Products or obtain approved from ADOT Traffic Group.

Alignment and slope of the attenuator are important for reasons of aesthetics and for the proper functioning of the unit. When permanent attenuators are constructed with salvaged material, or material that was obtained from a replacement package, all parts should be carefully examined for damage and compatibility with the existing attenuator parts. Field modifications of parts are not to be made unless they are approved by ADOT Traffic Group and the attenuator manufacturer.

The Standard Drawings give the dimensions, weights, and layout criteria for typical sand barrel installations. These layouts are to be used unless the Project Plans contain a separate detail for a given location.

The angles and weights shown in the drawings for the installation of sand barrels are not to be changed. The details shown in the drawings have been developed through calculations and testing to provide maximum protection for the design vehicle within a reasonable range of speeds. Any change in layout criteria may seriously affect the performance of the sand barrel array. As an aid to maintenance, it is helpful to paint the outline of each barrel and its sand weight on the concrete base. The placement of temporary sand barrels on pallets should not be allowed unless the manufacturer specifically approves this.
703 DELINEATORS AND MARKERS

Posts are to be checked to maintain good alignment, proper orientation, and correct height. Do not allow driving that will damage the top of the post. When placed in hard or rocky ground it may be necessary to pre-drill a hole to the required depth. Cutting of posts because driving is difficult should never be allowed.

Faceplates are installed after the post is driven. Driving posts with the faceplate attached may cause the mounting bolts to shear. Sometimes the bolts do not shear completely and may not break off until after the project is accepted. Then ADOT maintenance has to remount the faceplate.

Guidelines for Inspecting Delineators and Object Markers.

- Do the following materials conform to the Project Plans and specifications and are material certifications available for those items requiring them?
  A. Reflective Sheeting
  B. Prismatic Reflectors
  C. Metal Posts and Plates
  D. Hardware
  E. Paint
- Are steel posts driven with a driving head when soil conditions permit?
- Are posts plumb and properly aligned?
- Does the installation conform to the applicable Roadway Construction Standards?
- Are items that were inspected at the manufacturer's plant properly stamped?
704 THERMOPLASTIC PAVEMENT MARKINGS

The materials used in thermoplastic may cause allergic reactions in some people, so it is recommended that persons working with or around thermoplastic material carefully monitor themselves and others for such reactions. Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) should be available from the Contractor describing the hazards of working around thermoplastic materials.

Spilled material and containers are to be cleaned up and disposed of quickly and correctly. The containers will have recommended disposal instructions printed on them if disposal is necessary.

Alignment of stripes should be checked, and any corrections in the application method should be made at the very beginning of the striping operation. Thermoplastic markings will be there a long time so they need to be placed correctly the first time.

Surface preparation is critically important for long-lasting thermoplastic markings. On concrete pavements, the areas to be marked need to be thoroughly cleaned (usually by water blasting or sandblasting) and free of all curing compound (which acts like a bond breaker). Any oil or fuel spills on the pavement need to be removed before thermoplastics are placed. A primer-sealer must be applied to Portland cement concrete and existing asphaltic concrete surfaces before application of the thermoplastic material.

Additional items to be checked during thermoplastic striping include:

- material is on current Approved Products List;
- shelf life is less than one year;
- application equipment is within specification;
- material temperature is within specified range when applied;
- road surface temperature and wind chill factor stay above minimum
- pavement is clean and dry;
- material is bonding to the pavement;
- thickness and widths of the stripes;
- stripes are not applied over pavement joints;
- correct amount of beads are firmly stuck to the thermoplastic; and
- a certificate of compliance has been submitted.

704-4 Method of Measurement

Gaps in dashed lines are not deducted from the total length of striping. Double lines are measured as two individual lines. Striping that is wider or less than 4-inch (100-millimeters) must be converted to equivalent 4-inch (100-millimeter) striping in accordance with the Standard Specification.

Each legend and symbol is measured separately. A legend is defined as a complete letter grouping such as “RR”, “SCHOOL”, and “XING”. For example: “SCHOOL” “XING” is measured as two separate legends.
705 PREFORMED PLASTIC PAVEMENT MARKING

Preformed markings have a retro-reflective film coating on a backing that is coated with an adhesive capable of adhering to the roadway surface. Preformed pavement marking tape, arrows and legends come in three basic types depending upon use; Type I (Permanent), Type II (Temporary - Removable), and Type III (Temporary - Nonremovable). Type III (Temporary - Nonremovable) has a metal foil backing which makes it easy to identify. Type III should only be used for temporary markings on pavement surfaces that will be removed, or covered by additional paving during completion of the project. Type II (Temporary - Removable) is more expensive than Type III, but it can be removed manually. Type II can be used for temporary markings on final pavement surfaces. Type I (Permanent) looks similar to Type II. Type I is used for final markings in locations of high wear such as stop bars. Certificates of Compliance are required for all types in accordance with subsection 106.05.

Preformed markings are factory or field cut to the specified shape and are applied with an adhesive. The adhesive may be pre-coated or applied separately. No matter how the adhesive is applied, it must allow the marking to be moved around before the final pressure is applied to seal it in place.

The pavement must be non-bleeding, clean, warm, and dry. The manufacturer's recommendations are to be followed and a copy of the recommendations should be included in the project file.

Temperature records and comments on how the pavement was cleaned and its condition at the time of application are to be included in the Inspector's diary.
706 RAISED PAVEMENT MARKERS

There are many different types of raised pavement markers. Most projects will use more than one type of marker in approximately the same location. The inspector must verify the correct type of marker is being installed at the correct location as shown on the plans. Inexperienced inspectors will find Signing and Marking Standard Drawing M-19 (sheets 2 and 3 of 9) very helpful when trying to identify the various types of markers. Certificates of Compliance are required for raised pavement markers. Raised markers are applied using the type of adhesive specified in the Project Plans, Special Provisions, or Standard Specifications. Standard Specifications require a hot-melt bituminous adhesive from an approved manufacturer. The inspector should verify the adhesive manufacturer is on the Department’s current Approved Products List.

The surface to which the adhesive is applied must be free of dirt, paint, curing compound, and any other deleterious materials which would adversely affect bonding of the marker to the surface. Loose layers of pavement must be corrected prior to application of adhesive. The method of cleaning detrimental material from the surface is subject to the approval of the Resident Engineer. The Resident Engineer and Inspector should ensure the cleaning method includes sweeping and high pressure air spray. On Portland cement concrete and old asphaltic concrete pavements, cleaning shall be accomplished by sandblasting followed by sweeping and air blowing. Clean, newly placed asphaltic concrete does not require sandblasting unless substantial contamination is evident.

Adhesive must be applied uniformly and in accordance with directions from the manufacturer. This will include removing excess adhesive from the pavement and the markers themselves, and protecting the markers from impact until properly set.

Temperature, humidity, and surface moisture are important elements which should be monitored by project personnel. If these elements begin affecting the proper placement of the markers and do not meet the requirements of the manufacturer, it may be necessary to suspend work.
730 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR TRAFFIC SIGNAL AND HIGHWAY LIGHTING SYSTEMS

Traffic signals, highway lighting, and highway electrical systems are integral parts of roadway design and construction. Attention to electrical inspection and quality control can eliminate costly corrective measures and frequent maintenance costs after completion of the work. Once the hardware and equipment have been installed, many of the installation details will not be visible. The only evidence of incorrect procedures may be decreased reliability during the operation of the system. It is extremely important that the Resident Engineer has trained and skilled Electrical Inspectors assigned to inspect the electrical portions of the contract.

The Regional Traffic Signal/Lighting Section will provide the Electrical Inspector for the project. This Inspector will act as a technical advisor to the Resident Engineer during the phase of the project that deals with traffic signals, highway lighting, and electrical devices. The Inspector will report directly to the Resident Engineer unless other lines of responsibility have been prescribed by the Resident Engineer. When an Electrical Inspector is assigned to a construction project, he or she will be primarily responsible for the inspection of electrical systems to ensure compliance with the contract documents, codes, and regulations governing the installation and operation of electrical systems.

The Electrical Inspector's work begins as soon as the final construction plans are received. A copy of the Project Plans should be forwarded to the Electrical Inspector for the project, who should carefully review the Project Plans and inform the Resident Engineer of any discrepancies or omissions that are evident. Such a thorough review can avoid costly change orders or potential claims. During construction, the Electrical Inspector will check certifications, perform all inspection related to electrical items, and submit the proper documentation on all electrical pay items as directed by the Resident Engineer.

Traffic Signal Activation and Final Cleanup

Before the Inspector can recommend activating and accepting any traffic signals or other electrical work, he or she should be satisfied that all required work is completed. The following inspection guidelines should be reviewed in order to provide the Inspector with an accurate appraisal of the work performed:

- Were signal circuits tested with 120-volt power applied to each signal wire at the pull box and in front of control cabinet by the Contractor in the presence of the Inspector?
- Has the Inspector coordinated the activation date with the Electrical Inspection Supervisor, Traffic Group, who in turn will schedule the Department or local agency's technician to connect the field wire inside the control cabinet and set up the timing of the controller and activation?
- Is the roadway striping and signing done or coordinated with the District for the same day of activation?
- Has the Contractor arranged for traffic control for the day of the activation?
- Does the Contractor have sufficient personnel and equipment for the activation?
- Were stop signs removed after signal was activated?
- Are signal heads aimed for proper alignment?
- Is all grouting completed?
- Is all touch-up painting completed?
- Was all patching or replacement of AC or PCC completed?
- Did the Contractor clean up and remove all construction rubbish and equipment from the highway right-of-way?
- Was existing landscaping and grading restored to the original or an acceptable condition?
- Were all final measurements and quantities recorded and submitted to the Resident Engineer?
- Were as-built plans completed and submitted?
- Was salvaged equipment dismantled and stockpiled or delivered?
- Was any salvage equipment that was damaged or destroyed by the Contractor replaced?
- If the Department or local agency loaned equipment or material to the Contractor, was it returned?
- Did the Contractor furnish and deliver to the project office all manufacturer's warranties and guarantees?

### 730-4 Equipment List and Drawings

The specifications require that the Contractor submit six copies of a complete materials list at the Pre-construction Conference. This list shall contain all required information listed in the Project Plans and Special Provisions and shall be reviewed and approved prior to ordering materials. The Contractor should be notified of the review time requirements and the possibility that it may be necessary for some items to be resubmitted.

Shop drawings for signal and lighting equipment are required and must be submitted for review and approval before ordering this equipment. These shop drawings must include all pertinent information related to providing a fully functional system. Such information may include photometric data sheets, optical details, and wiring diagrams.
731 STRUCTURAL SUPPORTS AND FOUNDATIONS FOR TRAFFIC SIGNAL AND HIGHWAY LIGHTING

To ensure traffic signal and lighting systems perform as designed and provide the required life as expected, it is very important that project personnel closely monitor the installation of foundations and structural supports.

The Inspector should be familiar with those specifications that apply to proper excavation, placement of concrete, and backfill requirements when applicable. The Inspector must ensure that all excavations and construction of foundations are coordinated in order to minimize the time of open trenches or excavations. Those excavations that are open and not complete must be covered and properly barricaded to protect the workers and the public.

Construction and Inspection Requirements

The following guidelines are intended to assist the Inspector in providing a complete and thorough inspection of foundations and supports on the project:

Foundations:

Locations for foundations will generally be laid out by station numbers, offsets, and elevations by the Contractor’s survey crew.

- Check consistency of survey layout and plans. If in doubt, have the survey crew recheck.
- Are locations of underground utilities blue staked?
- Have overhead utilities, high voltage electric lines, and overhangs been checked for clearance?
- If a pole foundation cannot be installed at the location designated due to obstructions, they may be moved as directed by the Resident Engineer. If a foundation location is moved, it is critical to verify that the mast arm length specified will still meet the placement criteria.
- Check sides and bottoms of augured holes for firm and stable soil conditions.
- Are foundation holes the proper size?
- Are forms and templates securely braced?
- Check anchor bolts and conduit stubs for proper size, alignment, position, and height projections.
- Is there a 25-foot (7.6-meter) coil of #4 AWG copper ground wire placed at the bottom of the pole foundation hole and a 1-inch (25 millimeter) sleeve for a 5/8-inch (16-millimeter) by 10-foot (3-meter) ground rod in cabinet foundation?
- Make sure that utilities like water, sewer, and telephone lines are not encased in foundation holes.
- Check steel wire cages for sizes and dimensions.
- When placing steel wire cages, spot check spacing and elevation for clearance compliance.
- Check steel wire cages for loose rust and scale.
- Have all certificates been received and submitted to the project field office for anchor bolts and steel wire cages?
- Has the concrete design mix, source, and curing compound been approved?
- Does the Contractor have a vibrator and tremie at the project site?
- Have the sides and bottom of the foundation hole been thoroughly moistened prior to placing concrete?
- Check to see that surface finish on concrete is as specified.
- Make certain on all types of cabinet foundations that there are two 2-inch (50-millimeter) conduit stubs for future use. The conduit should be stubbed out and capped 2 feet (600 millimeters) past the edge of foundation and noted on the as-built plans.
- Was there a PCC pad poured in front of all cabinets in unpaved areas?
• Have batch tickets for each load been received and submitted to the project office along with the required quantities report?
• Was a ground resistance test performed and recorded in the presence of the Electrical Inspector on each foundation ground.
• Was the result of the ground resistance test 25 ohms or less?
• Have all changes been noted on the as-built plans?

Pole and Mast Arm Installation:

All pole foundations must set for three days prior to pole installation except for the Type J, K, Q, and R pole foundations (which must cure for seven days).

• Were poles and mast arms inspected upon delivery to the job site for conformity with the approved material list and shop drawings?
• Were certificates of compliance furnished upon delivery?
• Was the galvanized finish damaged in shipment?
• Check coloring of galvanizing for uniformity.
• Check to see if a metal information tag is permanently affixed by the manufacturer to all poles and mast arms at the time of delivery to the job site.
• Before poles are erected, make sure that there are no high voltage overhead electric lines any closer than 10 feet (3 meters). If closer, has the Contractor made arrangements with the servicing utility company to de-energize or rubber-over to protect the workers from injury from the conflicting power lines?
• Were high strength bolts A325 used to connect mast arm to pole?
• Were poles plumbed to the vertical with all mast arms, signal heads, and/or luminaries installed?
• Has the nonshrink, nonmetallic grout used between pole base and foundation been approved?
• Check block out area between pole base and foundation for complete grout fill.
• Make sure, for slip-away foundation base plates, that conduit entering into the plate is 1 inch (25 millimeters) below top of plate.
• Check clearance of anchor bolts on slip-away foundation base plates. Is it 1/8 inch (3 millimeters) below top of plate?
• Was there a 28 gauge galvanized steel keeper plate installed on slip-away poles between the slip plates?
• Were high strength connecting bolts on slip-away bases torqued to 208 ft·lb. (282 N·m) in the presence of an Inspector?
732 ELECTRICAL UNDERGROUND MATERIAL

The Project Plans and specifications will specify the type of materials to be used and the location of conduit runs, junction boxes, and stations and offsets of pull boxes. The locations may be changed by the Resident Engineer to avoid conflicts with utilities and other underground obstructions. These changes must be documented and shown on the as-built plans.

The Inspector on the project must verify that the Contractor complies with any applicable national codes and contract requirements when installing conduit, conductors, pull boxes, and other related work. The specifications provide specific requirements that must be met for all work and materials provided.

The following procedure is a guide which should be followed by the Inspector to assure proper compliance with contract documents. The initial requirement of the contract is to blue stake any areas to be excavated prior to excavating. The Contractor must update the blue staking as required because the markings are valid for only fifteen working days.

Construction and Inspection Requirements

Conduit Installation:

- Has the Inspector sent samples of all sizes of conduit to ADOT Materials Group for testing prior to installation?
- Check to see if PVC conduit has the UL approval stamp, the manufacturer's name, trade size, schedule 40, and 90 degree temperature rating imprinted on each 10-foot length of conduit.
- Is conduit embedded in concrete structures securely tied to reinforcing steel every 12 inches?
- Check expansion fittings. Are they installed properly where conduit crossed expansion joints in the structure?
- Open trench installation of conduit should be checked for straight line, grade level, and depths.
- Is back-fill material clean and granular type, and compacted in accordance with the specifications?
- If trenches remain open overnight, a minimum of 6 inches of back-fill material should be used as a protective cover to eliminate the contraction of conduit. Backfill material shall be removed if final inspection has not been made.
- Is warning tape installed in open trenches at a depth of 6 to 8 inches above the highest conduit?
- Make sure trenches left open overnight are properly barricaded.
- See that no open trenching across an existing roadway is performed without written authorization from the Resident Engineer.
- For conduit that is designated as "future use," check to see that a #8 bare bond wire is installed and that the conduit is properly capped, plugged or sealed with conduit putty.
- Make certain that the Contractor has cut a 3-inch (75-millimeter) "Y" into the face of the curb directly over the conduit located under the curb line.
- Has the Contractor blown out, with compressed air and mandrelled all existing conduits incorporated into the new system?
- When conduits enter pull boxes, are they located near the sides and 2 to 4 inches above the bottom of the pull box while sloping towards the direction of the conduit run?
- Check conduit ends in pull boxes and foundation. Do not allow the Contractor to pull the conductor until all end bells are installed on conduit ends.
- Are jacking (boring) and drilling pits no closer than 2 feet from the edge of the travel pavement and barricaded?
- Has the Contractor documented and properly noted all conduit changes on the as-built plans?
• Has the Inspector recorded all quantities on the proper forms and submitted them in a timely manner?

Electrical Conductors, Splicing, and Tagging:

Wire and cable for traffic signals, highway lighting, and other electrical systems shall be UL listed copper and rated for 600 volt operation.

• Were conduit bell ends installed on all conduit ends before wire was pulled?
• Did the Contractor clean out all of the conduit runs with compressed air and mandreled, if necessary?
• Was the UL label affixed to each reel, coil, or container of wire or cable delivered to the job site?
• Check to see if wire has distinctive and permanent markings showing the manufacturer's name or trade mark, insulation type, size, UL and voltage rating.
• Double check plans conductor schedule for the number of conductors, size, and color-coding for each conduit run.
• Was an approved pulling lubricant used?
• Make sure wire is not dragged along the pavement or earth to avoid damage to the insulation.
• Is there a minimum of 36 inches of slack wire from the conduit end bell in the pull boxes?
• Were the detector lead-in cables pulled continuously and not spliced from the detector pull box to the control cabinet?
• Were separate signal circuit wires installed to each mast arm mounted signal head from the pull box?
• Were all conductors tagged to identify their circuit number and function?
• Was tag identification correlated with the conductor schedule shown on the Project Plans?
• Was each signal wire tagged in pull boxes, in the terminal compartment of mounting assemblies, and in the control cabinet?
• Were signal conductors phase grouped together and tied in the pull box?
• Check roadway lighting conductors for circuit number tagging in pull boxes and service cabinets.
• Were in-line nonlocking type fuse connectors installed in the pull box for luminaries?
• Check fuse fault current rating and amperage rating.
• Was wire splicing done only in pull boxes, terminal compartments, and cabinets?
• Did the insulation of the splices consist of two layers of electrical rubber tape, four layers of plastic electrical tape, and two layers of friction tape?
• Were the tape splices covered with three coats of approved liquid waterproof splicing compound?
• Check loop wire soldering splices.
• Check to see if heat shrink encapsulating fit caps were used to weatherproof the soldered loop splice.
• When the conductor schedule calls out for a green insulated copper bond wire, check to see if the insulation was removed from the bond wire in the pull box at the point where the wire leaves the end bell of the conduit?

Precast Reinforced Concrete Pull Box Installation

• Check size of pull boxes specified on the Project Plans.
• Ensure that pull-box lid has proper ADOT legend.
• Reject chipped or cracked pull boxes, extensions, and covers.
• Check rock sump for depth and size of aggregate and backfill material.
• Was 30-pound (13.6-kilogram) felt paper used between aggregate and backfill material?
• Are pull boxes set at grade elevation and level with curb or sidewalk? In cut and fill areas, are the pull boxes at same level as the slope?
• Check pull boxes installed in concrete areas for expansion joint material around pull box.
• Are there four concrete blocks set under the pull box?
733 SIGNAL INDICATIONS AND MOUNTING ASSEMBLIES

Equipment compatibility is very important. All equipment at an intersection is required to be from the same manufacturer and of the same material. Maintenance or replacement costs are minimized by this requirement.

The Special Provisions or Project Plans will provide details and description of acceptable equipment and materials to be used on the project. It is important that the required shop drawings and materials list comply with the contract documents and show the specified material to be furnished.

Installation Procedures

- Check the signal hardware package when it is delivered to the project site for conformity with the approved materials list, Standard Drawings, and project specifications.
- Has the accuracy of pole layout for mounting assemblies been checked for correct orientation against the pole schedule and the Standard Drawings?
- Were the mounting bolts properly sized, galvanized steel bolts, 13-UNC with one flat washer and one lock washer?
- Check pipe nipple lengths on mounting assemblies.
- Were elevator plumbizers and pole plates checked to verify they were made of bronze?
- Check for double nutting on the through bolt for elevator plumbizers.
- Are all mounting assemblies plumbed and securely assembled?
- Are the arrow signal face lenses made of glass?
- Are the tunnel visors at least 11 inches (280 millimeters) in length?
- Check back plate dimensions.
- Were the correct wattage and type signal lamps installed?
- Check back plate for no open gap between elevator plumbizer and signal face section.
- When fiber optic turn-arrows are installed, check the post and side mounts to verify the individual lens holders are mounted perpendicular to the signal face. On mast arm mounts, they should have a 10-degree down angle.
- Were new not-in-service signal heads covered with burlap?
734 TRAFFIC CONTROLLER ASSEMBLY

The traffic control assembly which includes the controller unit, auxiliary equipment, controller cabinet, foundation, conduit, anchor bolts, and clearance pad must conform to the requirements of the Project Plans and specifications. The unit must be fully inspected and accepted by the Electrical Inspector before incorporation into the project. The Contractor's material proposal shall include all required documentation related to the controller assembly. The specifications provide a list of the required documentation.

All traffic signal controller units require testing and pre-approval by the Department. The Contractor must deliver a complete controller assembly to the Department for testing. In the event the project falls under a local government jurisdiction, the unit should be delivered to that local government's traffic operations facility for their testing and approval.

734-2 Materials

734-2.03 Control Cabinets

The traffic control cabinets listed in the Project Plans and in the specifications are used to house pretimed and actuated signal controller assemblies. This includes intersection and auxiliary control cabinets. Housings must be NEMA approved, Type 3, weather resistant, and properly painted to meet specification requirements. The cabinets should be manufactured to meet the specific requirements of the plan details or specifications including the standard security measures. The specifications provide a list of individual components that should be considered as part of the cabinets and the Inspector should be satisfied that these are being furnished complete-in-place.

734-3 Construction Requirements

It is the responsibility of the Inspector to ensure that the Contractor installs all equipment according to the Project Plans, Special Provisions, and the Standard Specifications. This includes the correct wiring of all equipment, labeling of wiring, furnishing wiring diagrams, signal phase layout, and any other incidental work called for in the contract documents.

On construction projects involving intergovernmental agreements, the Inspector may have to coordinate his efforts with representatives of the local jurisdiction and obtain their approval prior to accepting any portion of the work as being complete.

Construction and Inspection Requirements

- Were signal control cabinets and equipment delivered to the Department (Phoenix Traffic Operations) or local government agency's facility for testing approval?
- Was a 5/8-inch (16-millimeter) by 10-foot (3-meter) ground rod installed through the 1-inch (25-millimeter) sleeve in the foundation before the cabinet was set?
- Was the bottom of the cabinet sealed between the cabinet and foundation with a good quality caulk?
- Was the photocell oriented to the north?
- Service load center cabinets and service entrance equipment will be checked by the Electrical Inspector to verify:
  A. Were all cabinets checked for conformity with the approved shop drawing and/or Standard Drawing?
  B. Were all components in a 240/480 volt circuit rated for 600 volt operation and all other components rated for 250 volt operation?
C. Did the Contractor consult with the utility company to establish and install the proper amperage interruption capacity breaker?
D. Was the meter socket approved by the utility company?
E. Did the Contractor and Inspector meet with the utility company in the field to verify the exact location of the service run?
F. Were all live electrical components protected by a dead-front panel?
G. Were all circuit breakers labeled for correct circuit number?
H. Is there a wiring diagram placed in the cabinet?
I. Did the Inspector approve all equipment and wiring before the Contractor contacted the utility company for hook-up?
J. Was a ground resistance test performed and recorded in the presence of the Electrical Inspector on each ground rod at the service entrance equipment before being energized?
K. Was the ground resistance test reading 25 ohms or less?
L. If the ground resistance test reading was over 25 ohms, were additional ground rods installed and retested to achieve proper grounding below 25 ohms?
M. After the electrical service was energized, was a voltage and amperage reading taken on each circuit?
N. Were padlocks furnished and installed? Have plans been made for key transfer?
735 DETECTORS

Detectors should be installed as shown in the Project Plans. It may be necessary for the Resident Engineer to layout the exact locations of these detectors when the Project Plans are in conflict with existing detectors. It is important that the Resident Engineer contact the Designers if such a conflict is evident. The Electrical Inspector should bring any potential conflict to the attention of the Resident Engineer as soon as possible. Although the Inspector should make recommendations, no action should be taken until directed by the Resident Engineer.

Following installation of loop detectors, the Inspector should be satisfied that all required testing has been completed and the system fully functional before accepting the work. A copy of the contractor’s preliminary test results shall be furnished by the Engineer to the Data Section of the Transportation Planning Division (206 S. 17th Ave., MD 070R, Phoenix, AZ 85007) to allow for final TPD-Data testing and input of the detector into the state highway log. Prompt notification will allow for final inspection by TPD-Data Section prior to retention release. (See Blank Forms at the end of this chapter.)

Loop Detector Installation

- Check Project Plans for location, size, and type of loop detectors required.
- Make sure that loop detectors are installed in subbase or base material on new roadway construction.
  A. Make sure loop detectors are properly located with respect to centering in each traffic lane and distance into the stop bar area (usually 6 feet [2 meters] if not specified).
  B. Keep trenching to a minimum, approximately 4 to 6 inches (100 millimeters to 150 millimeters) in depth.
  C. Make sure there is 2 inches (50 millimeters) of sand placed above and below the loop wire.
  D. Check the number of wire turns.
  E. Was the insulation resistance to ground test at least 50 megohms before and after the saw cut sealant was installed, and was it tested in your presence?
  F. Did the Contractor perform and document a continuity test?
  G. Were loop detector wires identified as to phase number, direction, and lane, with wire marking tags?

- Saw cutting loop detectors in asphaltic concrete.
  A. On new construction with multiple lifts of asphaltic concrete, make sure loop detectors are installed prior to the final lift being placed.
  B. If a manhole or water valve cover is located where loop detectors are to be installed, the loop detector must be modified. Contact the project traffic Designer for a design change.
  C. Are corner holes drilled first?
  D. Is the saw cutting straight?
  E. Check saw cut depth every 3 feet (1 meter).
  F. Were the saw cuts blown out with compressed air and dried before installing conductors? Check for small rocks and other debris.
  G. Has the loop detector wire been approved?
  H. Check the number of wire turns.
  I. Were hold down tabs installed every 2 feet (600 millimeters)?
  J. Was the approved sealant furnished and applied?
  K. Was the insulation resistance to ground test at least 50 megohms before and after the saw cut sealant was installed, and was it tested in your presence?
  L. Did the Contractor perform and document a continuity test?
  M. Check sealant for voids.
  N. Make certain that the Contractor has cut a 3-inch (75-millimeter) "Y" into face of the curb directly over the loop detector conduit stub-out located under the curb.
O. Were loop detector wires identified as to phase number, direction, and lane, with permanent wire marking tags?

P. When loop detectors are to be installed on existing roadways under traffic conditions, does the Contractor have an approved traffic control plan?
736 HIGHWAY AND SIGN LIGHTING

Highway lighting materials including luminaries, lamps, fixtures, and all other components listed in the specifications should be inspected to make sure that they are in compliance with the Project Plans and specifications. The Inspector should be fully involved in the installation of the poles and any adjustment of the luminaries in order to assure proper initial installation.

In the event the construction involves an existing system, the system must remain fully functional at night for the duration of construction unless otherwise stated in the Project Plans.

Installation

Generally there are three types of high pressure sodium (HPS) luminaries used for roadway lighting. These are horizontally mounted, vertically mounted, and high-mast mounted.

The following guidelines should be followed by the Inspectors monitoring this work:

- Check all luminaries delivered to job site from the approved materials list.
- Check lamp socket position for the correct light distribution as specified for any horizontally mounted luminaries.
- When vertically mounted luminaries are used, check for correct tilt angle setting as specified on the Project Plans?
- Are the up-light shields installed?
- Is the lamp wattage checked?
- Were sign lighting luminaries checked for internal fusing, (internal fuses must be removed and located in an adjacent pull box) and correct fuse amperage rating?
- Were external up-light shields installed on sign lighting luminaries?
- Were Certificates of Compliance furnished for the shield?
- Were horizontally mounted luminaries leveled to the horizontal, and are all mounting bolts tightened?
- Were vertically mounted luminaries plumbed to the vertical before the tilt angle was set, and are all mounting bolts tightened?
- Were all lighting luminaries energized for the 100-hour test?
**737 INCIDENTAL ELECTRICAL WORK**

Incidental electrical work may include:

- the maintenance of existing traffic signals,
- providing and maintaining temporary traffic signals,
- removing and salvaging electrical equipment, or
- relocating electrical equipment.

### 737-3 Construction

#### 737-3.01 Maintaining Existing Traffic Signals and Lighting Systems

On construction projects where existing traffic signals must remain operational during construction, the Contractor may be required to install new signals and coordinate traffic control activities accordingly. The Contractor may need to shut down the existing signals temporarily for short periods of time. This is permissible providing the proper traffic control is maintained. Usually this will require the use of an off-duty uniformed law enforcement officer to direct traffic. The Contractor must maintain that all signals are (including pedestrian signals and push buttons) fully operational at night.

The Contractor will furnish the Resident Engineer with the name and telephone number of a person who will be available for emergency maintenance 24 hours a day. This information should then be furnished to local law enforcement agencies and to local government officials as needed.

#### 737-3.02 Temporary Traffic Signals

Temporary traffic signal work may require the Inspector to coordinate such work with local governmental agencies and obtain their approval of any such work. The Resident Engineer should obtain from the Contractor the name and telephone number of a designated person who will be available for emergency maintenance 24 hours a day. This information should be furnished to local law enforcement agencies and to local government officials.

#### 737-3.03 Removing and Salvaging or Reinstalling Electrical Equipment

When the removal and salvage of electrical equipment is designated in Project Plans or Special Provisions, a delivery location or storage site is not always specified. In this case, the Resident Engineer should designate a storage site. It is advisable for the Inspector to take an inventory of this equipment and its physical condition before it is removed by the Contractor. Any damage to the equipment is the responsibility of the Contractor. However, the Department is obligated to substantiate such damage. *Construction Bulletin 10-03* defines procedures for salvaged material, including when it is determined the material is not needed or the condition may necessitate disposal.

If the Project Plans call for the removal and relocation of electrical material, the Contractor will perform this work in accordance with the Project Plans and provide all hardware and materials necessary to complete the work. The Inspector should verify the existing equipment is properly cleaned as required and any defective or damaged parts be replaced. If existing parts or equipment need replacement and have not been damaged by the Contractor, they shall be paid for as “extra work.” If equipment is damaged or destroyed as a result of improper care and work methods, the Contractor is obligated to replace it with new or equivalent equipment. The Inspector should, therefore, carefully inventory and check the condition of the existing system before work begins.
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